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ABSTRACT

discuss these two issues.

A double-key data entry/verify system for pharmaceutical
clinical trials data was previously developed using
SAS/AF® and SAS Component Language (SCL) software.
The application has operated successfully for several
years. Now, new federal regulations require that an audit
trail be maintained on the creation and modification of all
electronic records involved in clinical trials research.
Thus, an audit trail was added to the existing system.
Two different aspects of this application development
project are discussed. (1) Issues that surround the
choice of a development tool for the graphical user
interface of a client-server application in a SAS-based
environment, where SAS programs and data are
processed on the server side. Three tool choices
(SAS/AF, AppDev Studio™, and Visual Basic) are
evaluated across several performance factors. (2) The
new, native data set audit trail facility available in the
SAS System, and why it was not the best approach for
our project. The paper is for people of all SAS skill levels.

First Aspect of Paper

INTRODUCTION
Background
Several years ago, our client wanted to upgrade their
SAS-based environment for clinical trials data collection,
management, and analysis. Most important was the
addition of a double-key data entry/verify system.
Double-key data entry/verify is an approach to keyboardbased data entry that is designed to eliminate virtually all
human error from this process. Two different people both
key the data from the source document. Each field of
data resulting from the two key entry operations is then
compared. If the two versions are identical, the entry is
considered accurate. If the two versions are discrepant, a
human operator re-examines the source and determines
which of the two versions is correct. The verification
process can be combined online with the second keying
of the data.
More recently, the FDA issued new regulations for
handling electronic records involved in clinical trials
research. These include a requirement to audit the
creation and modification of such records. As a result,
my firm recently completed a project to add an audit trail
feature to the existing entry/verify system.
Two different aspects of the project seemed particularly
interesting, and of value if shared with other SAS-based
application developers. The purpose of my paper is to
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Our client wanted to add the original data entry/verify
system to a SAS-based clinical data environment used
for data management, analysis, and reporting. Their data
were stored in SAS data sets, and SAS Software was
used for analysis and reporting. It was clear that we
would use SAS for the online data entry/verification
because the data was in SAS data sets. But the choice
of tool to build the system front-end was less clear. By
“front-end”, I mean the graphical user interface (GUI) that
the user would use to negotiate and control the whole
environment, and accomplish tasks.
This same GUI tool question arose for us in subsequent
application development projects in SAS-based
environments, and it arose again as we designed the
audit trail addition to this data entry system. I believe this
question is actually quite common among application
developers in SAS environments. So I thought it would
be useful to discuss the GUI tool choice decision in
general. By the phrase “SAS environment”, I mean an
environment where the data is in SAS data sets, it is
processed using applications written with SAS Software
for data management, analysis, and reporting, and these
SAS data and SAS Software applications are serverbased. In this environment, the client-based GUI (or
front-end) to the system does not necessarily have to be
written with SAS software.
Further, I believe that the front-end tool choice in this
environment has become increasingly unclear today, as:
•
Non-SAS GUI tools have eclipsed the primary SAS
tool (SAS/AF) in popularity.
•
SAS has stopped growing the SAS/AF tool.
•
SAS has developed a new product, AppDev
Studio, which is a viable replacement for SAS/AF
for building the front-ends to your server-based
SAS data and applications, Web-enabled or not.
Second Aspect of Paper
Another technical design issue of our project concerned
exactly how we were going to add the audit trail
functionality to the existing application. We knew that the
SAS System now had a data set auditing facility in
version 8. We had to examine the pros and cons of using
this native SAS data set auditing tool against those of
building our own tool using SAS software. I will discuss
this issue, provide some basic information about the
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native SAS audit trail facility, and explain why it was not
the right choice for us.

GUI TOOL CHOICE
Choice Categories
The front-end tool choices for application development in
SAS-based environments can usefully be placed in three
categories, as follows:
1. SAS/AF – This is the traditional, historical, flexible,
and powerful approach to the client side of
application development using SAS Software.
2. AppDev Studio – This relatively new SAS product is
an integrated suite of development tools to build
Web-based applications as well as traditional
SAS/AF applications. My discussion today will focus
on the web-based aspect via discussion of webAF.
webAF is a component of AppDev Studio that can
be used to build a client-side GUI for these
applications. webAF can build basic Web pages for
display in a client-side Web browser. It can also
develop Java applets (GUI programs hosted in a
web browser), Java applications (GUI programs
invoked as a standard client program) and web
applications (server-side Java programs that only
stream markup such as HTML or XML back to the
client).
3. A non-SAS tool, where Visual Basic is probably a
prime example. There is another example of this
category worth mention, a “3a” if you will. It involves
using Java to build the front-end application (it will
run in a Window, not a browser). The importance
difference between 3 and 3a is that the Java
application can use the server-based SCL class
library from SAS to fully exploit SAS data and
applications on the server. A Visual Basic
application will be more limited in this regard.
Nonetheless, Visual Basic is probably more
representative of the entire non-SAS category, and
is used as the example for the discussion below.
Application developers in SAS-environments will
probably find it valuable to evaluate their front-end tool
choices on the following performance factors. For each
factor, I offer a few points for consideration, and
comments about how the three tool choice categories
perform on the factor.
Basic GUI Functionality and Windows Compliance
Does the tool provide a full set of visual controls
(objects) for building the interface? Do the controls
operate in a Windows-compliant way, such that users
will be familiar and comfortable with their general
operation?
SAS/AF: These two issues were probably more
important historically for SAS/AF than they are today.
This is because early releases of SAS/AF were not the
equal of Visual Basic and other non-SAS GUI tools
functionally or Windows-compliance wise. In more
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recent years, AF has improved substantially in these
regards. You are likely today to have all the
functionality you need from AF regarding visual
controls. And, today, AF is largely Windows-compliant
in how its visual controls operate. If your project
requires the strictest compliance, you will need to look
carefully at this issue. However, for most projects,
where absolute compliance is not a requirement, you
will find the level of Windows compliance in AF to be
more than satisfactory.
AppDev Studio: It is my understanding that there are no
particular Windows compliance issues in front-ends
built with AppDev Studio. The webAF software within
the product builds/displays standard Web pages in a
standard Web browser, as well as Java applets, Java
applications, and web applications that stream
standard HTML and XML back to the client. And, with
the available Java Swing GUI architecture, you can
specifically select a Windows look and feel for the Java
applets and applications. Once again, you will only
need to look closely at this issue if your project has
special requirements in this regard.
Visual Basic: I cannot make any general statement
about the Windows compliance of the full set of nonSAS GUI tools available today. I can say, though, that
Visual Basic is a Microsoft product, and as such, will
build a Windows-compliant user interface.
Client-Server Communication
In many (or most) SAS-environment applications, the
PC-based GUI application is used to launch SAS
programs and access SAS data on a SAS server in the
background, and the results of these background
processes are then delivered back to the client PC.
There is a network connection between the platforms.
Two aspects of this client-server communication are
relevant here. First is the ease of providing the
networking software to achieve the communication.
Second is the directness and completeness with which
the client and server applications talk with each other
over this network. Sometimes the outright ability to
provide a particular functionality can be a function of
how well the client GUI software communicates with the
SAS software and data on the background SAS server.
You should have a full understanding of how the frontend and back-end of the application will communicate
before you choose the GUI tool for your application.
When your GUI tool is a SAS tool, (either AF or
AppDev Studio), SAS will also provide the software
components you will need to make the network
connection and communicate between the two
applications. With a non-SAS GUI tool, you will have to
determine what particular SAS product to license to
adequately achieve the connection.
Further, when your GUI tool is a SAS tool, you can
achieve full “object-to-object” communication between
the two applications precisely because both
applications are written with SAS tools. This type of
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communication will provide you the most control, the
fullest functionality, and the most easily achieved
functionality in your application. This can turn out to be
particularly valuable to you, depending upon the
specifics of what you are doing in your application.
SAS/AF: Here, you will probably use SAS/CONNECT® to
communicate between your PC-based SAS session
and your background server-based SAS session. And,
because both applications are written with SAS tools,
you can achieve the aforementioned full “object-toobject” communication between the two applications.
AppDev Studio: In this case, you will use either SAS/IT
(Integration Technology) or SAS/IntrNet® to achieve the
network communication. And, with AppDev Studio, you
will benefit from the full object-to-object communication
available between your client and server applications.
This issue actually highlights one of the valuable
aspects of using AppDev Studio to build a Webenabled (or not Web-enabled) application. Specifically,
the bundle of tools in AppDev Studio are designed to
fully exploit, and easily exploit, the SAS data and SAS
applications on your server, and to provide an easy way
to communicate the data and results between the client
side and server side.
Visual Basic: If you run a Visual Basic client, I believe
that a licensed copy of SAS/IT or SAS/IntrNet will be
required in order to access your server-side SAS
applications and data. However, the primary issue here
is that no matter how the network connectivity is
achieved when writing a Visual Basic application, you
will not get the benefit of the pre-packaged SAS client
side components that know how to talk to the SAS
server software. (This is the object-to-object
communication I refer to above).
Skills of In-house Staff
Does the organization have programmers with the skills
required to develop the GUI using a given GUI tool, or
to support it after it is built?
SAS/AF: In a SAS environment, the programmers will
be skilled in Base SAS. SAS/AF and Screen
Component Language (SCL) skills are a different skill
set, but some Base SAS programmers do also have
this skill set. And, it would be a reasonable endeavor
for a Base SAS programmer to learn the AF-SCL skills
if needed.
AppDev Studio: If you use the web/AF™ product of
AppDev Studio to generate your front-end application,
you will likely need to understand object-oriented
programming, Java, and networking issues. webAF
does have a drag and drop facility for building the
interface, and it does generate Java code for you.
However, you will still need to know the above
mentioned subjects to complete a robust user interface.
But note that with the tools provided in the webAF
software, you can easily call (server-side) SCL code or
submit data step code from a Java client. So if your
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staff does already have SAS/AF skills, AppDev Studio
allows these people to gain the web-enablement
benefits of Java while still preserving and extending
their SAS/AF investment and skills. Finally, I note that
for a simpler interface, the webEIS tool of AppDev
Studio can also be used. In this case, you will be able
to achieve the goal without knowing object-oriented
programming and Java.
Visual Basic: These skills are more common in the IS
world at large, but not necessarily more common in a
SAS-based environment. However, if your SAS
environment is within a large organization with a
separate IS department, Visual Basic skills will likely
exist. Note that Visual Basic programmers will still need
to understand enough about SAS to write Visual Basic
code to communicate with the SAS system, perform the
desired work, and display the results back to the user.
Also, knowledge of networking will be essential here.
Thin/Full Client – Software Licenses
Presumably, the application is likely to have several or
many clients. What software must be licensed for each
client with the choice of GUI tool? What networking
software must be licensed for the same tool?
SAS/AF: When you use SAS/AF to build your GUI, you
must license Base SAS Software on each client PC in
order to run the AF application that is your GUI on the
client. You will only need a copy of the SAS/AF
software for each developer, but you will need a copy of
Base SAS Software for each end-user to run that AF
application. There is no such thing as a “run-time only”
license for SAS/AF applications. This means you will
run a very “Full Client”, and there is more about this to
consider in the next two sections below. Also, you will
probably need to license SAS/CONNECT® software for
the networking.
AppDev Studio: You will need to license one copy of
AppDev Studio for an entire site to run a client
application built with AppDev Studio. This is so
regardless of the number of clients that will run the
application. You will also need to license a copy of
AppDev Studio for each developer. Your application will
also most likely serve Web pages to a Web browser,
so you will also need a Web browser on each client.
But this is likely to already be there. And, since your
application will be serving Web pages from a server,
this means you will run a very “Thin Client”. Also,
regarding networking issues, you will need to license
server-based SAS/IT or server-based SAS/IntrNet.
Visual Basic: You do not need to license a copy of
Visual Basic for each client to run the application. You
only need a copy of Visual Basic for each developer.
Your client application will be thinner than an AF
application, but it will still involve installing an
application on the client. Thus, it will be fuller than an
AppDev Studio client application. And, I believe that a
licensed copy of SAS/IT or SAS/IntrNet will be required
for the client-server connection.
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Thin/Full Client - Distribution and Maintenance of
Software
A client-side GUI is a software application that must
execute on the client PC. The application must be
distributed to each PC involved. And, if the software is
updated, then updated versions must also be
distributed to each PC. The logistics of this should be
considered when choosing the GUI development tool.
The logistics are different for the three categories of
GUI we are discussing here.
SAS/AF: A SAS/AF GUI means you will run a very “Full
Client”. Base SAS Software and your AF application
must be distributed to each client. There are a variety
of logistics associated with installing Base SAS
software on each client PC, and with installing and
running the AF application within the SAS session. The
same is true for any enhancements to the GUI
application or to the BASE SAS Software, including the
annual license update.
AppDev Studio: If you use webAF to build your GUI, the
interface will typically use Web pages served to a Web
browser. The only client-resident software distribution
and maintenance involves the Web browser, which is
probably there anyway. If the GUI also includes Java
applets running within the Web page, there is only one
copy of each applet. It is stored and maintained on the
server, and downloaded to the client on-demand. The
bottom line is that the logistics of distribution and
maintenance of client-side software are minimized in
this configuration.
Visual Basic: With a non-SAS GUI tool, such as Visual
Basic, you will need to install an application on each
client PC. Basically, this application will be an
executable file (“.exe” file). But regardless of the size
and robustness of this application, you will encounter
the logistics of distributing and maintaining a copy of
the GUI application on each client.
Thin/Full Client - Optimized, Balanced Processing
In most client-server applications, the processing is
distributed in some fashion between the server(s) and
the clients. The balance of processing between the
platforms can be a very important factor in the success
of the application. This is too large a subject to discuss
thoroughly in a paper of this size. However, I can focus
on one aspect of this issue that I feel is useful, and that
does vary across the three GUI tools we are
discussing. All three GUI tool choices being considered
have the ability to do measurable processing on the
client-side. But only one choice has the power of SAS
Software on the client.
SAS/AF: You will have Base SAS Software installed on
each client, and you will have maximal ability to handle
major processing on the client, if you want to do so.
Processing will be maximal on the client in two ways:
(1) SAS Software provides a wide variety of built-in
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tools for data entry, analysis, and reporting. You are
likely to find pre-programmed items for most types of
client-based processing you would like to do. (2) SAS
Software provides the easiest access to client-based
SAS data set, should your application need this.
AppDev Studio: In this case, client-side processing will
be handled by Java applets that are served to the
client-side Web browser as part of the served Web
page. Java applets are executable programs and they
can do measurable processing. And, through JDBC,
(similar to ODBC), Java applets can access SAS data
sets on the client. But in order to deliver the same preprogrammed, built-in processing power as a SAS/AF
client, a Java client will need to need to go back to the
server side for SAS services.
Visual Basic: The story here is somewhat similar to that
for a GUI built with AppDev Studio. Visual Basic is a
powerful language that can be used to perform
substantial processing on the client. But it will not
deliver the same pre-programmed, built-in processing
power as will SAS Software on the client. You will be
able to access SAS data sets on the client through an
ODBC connection. But, you will probably not find it as
easy to process the client-side SAS data sets as you
would with SAS Software on the client.
Longevity of Tool
It is obviously prudent to consider whether your choice
of GUI tool will continue to be supported and enhanced
by the tool vendor. Normally, for major tools, including
those from SAS, this would be assumed to be so, and I
would not include it in this discussion. However, as
many in the SAS community already know, SAS has
decided that the SAS/AF product is not a part of its
strategic future growth direction. They anticipate that
Web-enabled applications will continue to grow in
popularity, that thin clients will be preferred, and that
the Java language will thus be the language of choice
for client-side applications.
SAS has demonstrated this position with its new
AppDev Studio product. The webAF tool within AppDev
Studio is used to develop thin clients for Web-enabled
applications. And webAF generates Java code that is
then available to the developer to enhance the clientside application.
SAS-based application developers have thus been
wondering if it makes sense to develop new
applications using SAS/AF. The obvious concern is that
the product might not be supported by SAS in the
future. I do not represent the SAS Institute, and
obviously cannot provide any official SAS position on
this. However, I offer here my understanding of the
SAS Institute’s position, from the Institute’s response to
this question at several SAS User Group conferences:
•
SAS/AF is a mature and powerful product and it
will remain a part of the SAS Software, as is. It will
continue to be supported by SAS, but it will not be
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•
•

grown further.
SAS is now putting its new energies into new tools,
with AppDev Studio as the prime example.
One reason of assurance that SAS/AF is not
“going away” is that parts of the SAS Software are
written using SAS/AF. One prime example of this is
SAS/ASSIST®.

Overall, this is an important issue, and it is not easy to
express all that an application developer would want to
know about this in a few bullet points. There are
undoubtedly certain applications for which SAS/AF would
be the best client solution. Thus, if you are in such a
situation, it would be best to contact the SAS Institute
and discuss this concern with them directly.
SAS/AF for the Data Entry System
We chose SAS/AF for the front-end of our original data
entry/verify system. This choice was driven by the client’s
existing processing configuration, which was a given for
the project and was not a full client-server model.
Specifically, we had multiple PC’s connected on a local
area network, and they received file-serving services
(only) from a network server. SAS Software did not
execute on the server. All SAS processing occurred on
the PC’s. The fact that we already had SAS Software
installed on each client, and knew it would remain there
for other purposes beyond our application, led to a
decision to build the user interface to our system with
SAS/AF.
It is interesting to note that even with this processing
model, which indicated strongly that we should build our
GUI with SAS/AF, we nonetheless felt pressure to
evaluate GUI tool options before our final decision. I think
this was largely because the non-SAS tools had already
(in the mid-1990’s) substantially eclipsed SAS/AF in
popularity. The client thus wanted some consideration of
this. And we faced this issue once again, as we
considered how to add the audit trail functionality to the
existing data entry system with its SAS/AF-based GUI.
We once again decided that AF was the right choice for
the front-end.

AUDIT TRAIL ADDITION TO DATA ENTRY
SYSTEM
As stated above, our project was to add an audit trail
facility to an existing, SAS-based, clinical data
management system. We knew that the SAS System
has a data set auditing facility in version 8. We initially
thought this native SAS audit trail facility would be a
natural best choice for us. It was pre-programmed, builtin, and easy to use. However, after research, we
determined that it was not our best choice. I will first
discuss the basics of the native SAS audit trail facility,
including especially the structure of the SAS audit trail
data set. I will then describe the audit trail data set we
wanted, and how and why it is different.
Native SAS Audit Trail
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The native SAS audit trail facility involves an audit data
set that is associated with your study data set being
audited, and includes the following sets of information for
a given record that is added, changed, or deleted in the
study data set:
1. The complete record image of the record being
modified in the study data set.
2. Automatically generated Audit Trail variables that
record when (date-time stamp), who (system
userid), what (a SAS observation number from the
study data set), a return code and message from the
modify-operation,
and
an
operation
code
(OPCODE). The OPCODE indicates the exact type
of modification to which this record in the SAS audit
trail data set pertains. The OPCODES are:
•
Add record image
•
Delete record image
•
“Before-update” record image
•
“After-update” record image
•
Add observation failed message
•
Delete observation failed message
•
Update observation failed message
3. “User Variables” of your choice, that can be
populated programmatically or manually (e.g., on an
FSP screen), and that typically add explanatory
information about a given record change.
You use the AUDIT statement of PROC DATASETS to
define and initiate an audit trail on your study data set.
You indicate on this statement which of the audit record
types (i.e., OPCODES) you want to put in your audit data
set. The typical approach would be this:
•
For a record add or delete in your study data set,
store one record image in your audit data set.
•
For a record change in your study data set, store
one “before-update” record image and one “afterupdate” record image in your audit data set.
There are a few key points to make about this audit trail
data set. First, all the variables from the study data set
are on each record image in the audit data set. Second,
in the event of a record change in the study data set, two
full records are generated in the audit data set. The
storage of so much information, especially in the case of
a record change, can require a lot of disk space. Third,
this audit data set structure allows you to most easily roll
back your study data set to any given point in time.
Indeed, this structure seems optimized for an audit trail
on a transaction system. In such a system, your study
data set is updated through a series of transaction
records, and you occasionally need to “roll back” the
study data set to an earlier point in time because there
were problems posting some transactions and you want
to fix the transactions and re-post them.
Another point about this audit data set structure is that
the update record image pairs do not directly indicate
exactly what changed on a given study data set record.
You must process the audit data set, and compare the
before and after record images, to determine exactly
what has changed. You might consider adding some
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“User Variables” to the audit data set record, and
populating them to indicate what variables have changed
on the study data set record. However, the audit trail
record structure has a shortcoming if multiple changes
are made to a study data set record at one time.
Specifically, you cannot readily handle specification of an
open-ended number of changes to a study data set
record on your audit trail record. And note that this
problem also exists if you need to store “reason why”
information in your audit trail data set for each variable
value that changed at one time on one record in your
study data set.
Our System Audit Trail
This last point was a serious problem for us, and led us
to design our own audit trail data set and our own
software to populate this data set during system
operation. A major requirement for our audit trial was to
directly document exactly what variables changed on a
study record, and why they changed. We needed this
information to be readily available to anyone who would
review our audit trail. So we designed an audit trail data
set where there would be one record generated in the
audit data set for each variable that changed on the
study data set record, with this information:
1. ID information for the study record that changed.
2. Who changed it and when.
3. Action (record update, or add, or delete).
4. Reason why the action was taken.
5. What variable on the study record changed.
6. Variable value before the change.
7. Variable value after the change.
Notes: (1) The last three pieces of information are
blank when documenting a record add operation. (2)
Every variable in the study data set record generates
an audit trail record when documenting a record delete
operation, and the “variable value after change” is
blank.
This audit data set structure stores only the information
needed to identify the associated record in the study
data set, and information about a single variable on
that record. In the event of multiple changes to a study
data set record at one time, there are multiple records
in the audit data set. Note that with this structure we
directly store information in the audit data set record
about exactly what variable changed on the study data
set record, and why. The audit trail data set does not
need to be processed to generate this information. This
was an important feature for our project. An ancillary
benefit is that we require less disk storage space
because our audit data sets are smaller than those
generated by the native SAS audit trail facility. We are
not in an optimum position with our structure to readily
roll back our study data sets to a given point in time.
However, this is not a requirement of our system. And,
it is still possible to do this with our audit data set
structure, albeit with more programming than would be
required with the native SAS structure.
In brief summary, the new, native SAS audit trail facility is
pre-programmed and built into the SAS System. And it is
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easy to define and initiate for auditing a given data set.
However, it has a particular structure that lends itself
readily to some audit-related operations and not as
readily to others. We needed to directly store, in our audit
trail, information about each variable value that changed
on each record of our study data sets and why. This
information was not readily available with the native SAS
audit trail data set structure. So we designed our own
audit data set, and wrote our own programs to build our
audit data sets and populate them during system
operation.
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